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Murray Hotels
Inspected For
Fire Prevention
R. H. Coleman. fire prevention
engineer from Louisville, recently
completed an inspection Of Murray's three hotels together with
Fire Chief William Spencer.
The hotels inspected, the Elmus
Beale. Freeman and National, were
reported in fairly good condition
and were cited for their cleanliness.
However, Coleman recommended
certain fire prevention changes to
comply with state laws.
-- • -- -
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A complete list of winners for
the turkey shoot held Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday of last week,
wlis released today by the Calloway
County Sportsman's Club.
The winner of the first day were
Waldrop.. Eddie Roberts.
Burie
Nolen. Henry. Duff Erwin and
Clovis Byerly.
The last day, Saturday, there
were eight winners: Autry Farmer,
J. C. Maupin, Pete Gregory, Richard
Mason, Sam Kelly, Bill Bogard,
011ie Brown and V. Stalls.
/The matches were held on the
afternoon of each day, with a large
attendance. The committee expressed appreciation for the sportsmanship shown, and the general spirit
of coperation.
There were several heats that
ended in a tie, requiring additional
shooting to decide tlynner.
Some of the best
ail shots in
1his section praticipated in the contest, some of them putting on a
However, several failed to take
home that Thanksgiving turkey.
finding the tricky targets and
competition different to firing over
a dog.

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Vol. XX; N. 129

Training School Colts
Open Cage Seco
Tonite Against,' Hazel

I WINNERS OF
TURKEY SHOOT
ANNOUNCED

Delegietes from the Calloway
County Farm Bureau have been
selected to attend the State convention in Louisville November
22-24, according to an announcement today by B. H. Dixon, secret-try. The group was selected at a
recent Farm Bureau meeting.
The official delegates will be
B. H. Dixon, secretary, of Kirksey;
directors, Hansford Doran. Lynn
Grove, E. L. Kuykendall, Hazel,
Taz Ezell. Kirksey, Herman Darnell, Farmington, and Paul Blalock,
Hazel; C. 0. Bondurant of the
county extension office. Murray.
and Buell Edmonds. manager of the
Calloway County Co-op. Mrs. Edmonds will accompany her husband.
Also attending the convention
Will be Jason Darnell, of the Coldwater community, who was the
▪ winner of the Calloway county'
Corn Derby for 1948. He will receive the trip, with all expenses
paid, as a prize.
The Associated Women's Department has chosen Mrs. Hansford
Doran. chairman, of Lynn Grove,
and Mrs. Stark Erwin, vice-chairman, of Hazel. as delegates to the
converiltion.
Barkley Jones. Murray State col•
lege student from Lynn Grove, will
represent the First District at the
Rural Youth Talk Meet during the
two-day program. He will speak
•*extemporaneously on some phase of
the general topic, "Rural Health
Problems Facing America." Jones
received first place in the Farm
Bureau district speaking contest in
Mayfield.

•

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday After on, Npv. 16, 1948

Farm Bureau Names
Delegated For
State Convention

Murray Student
To Enter State
•
Speech Contest
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rain tonight and in extreme I
portion • Werliiesday.
east
warmer in east portion and
be:timing cooler in, e,trerne
weat pertion tanight, cooler
followed by clearing Wednesday.
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County Agents
Attend Meeting
In Lexington

UNDERSTANDING BOSS—I. M. Strauss, president of the Strauss auto accessory stores,
Maspeth. N. Y., chats with some employes in a new lounge which was part of his quarterof-a-million-dollar project to create dream offices. Note rug, armchairs, flowers, and at
right. drinks Left to right are: Walter Krzepek; Strauss; William Moser; Sam Restagno,
and Connie Lioci. New cry at Strauss' is: "There's no place like home, but, oh, you office."

Interest Reported High WEATHER RIGHT
FOR HARVESTING
In County Rat Drive IN KENTUCKY

Annual Free Showfl
For Farmers To Be
Held Tomorrow
Farmer's Tractor and Implement
company will pre nt their erinual
()morrow at 9:00
John Deere sho
a. m. at the C tol theatre. The
show is free to all farmers and
their families. No tickets pre required for admission to the show.
The name of the picture is the
-Sugar Plum Tree' and star; Billie
Burke and Don Wilson with Lasses White.
There will also be several interesting and educational pietures
on John Deere equipment and modern terming methods.
Indications are that the usual
large crowd will attend the picture. Last year several hundred
had to stand outside the place of
business.
Mr. McNutt, owner, said. "We invite all farmers to attend this strew
and be our guests for the morning."

The U. S. Department c.f Agribe used where various .kinds of
By (lazence Mitt hell
last
food is storal, without feat of con- culture says the weather
('onnty Soils Assistant
month was favorable for the maArrangements for the county- tamination, tee experts say.
wide rat banquet have been coin-1 All ()release Lir bait sheuld be turiaa end harvesting of crops in
pleted and the number of
placed this aTe •dt. says Mr. Foy. It Kentucky.
He.ivy frost on October 18th atopand is necessary to know how much bat
people
commenting on the campaatre
tender plant growth and
inquiring about the bait iedicates IS required ire the county so it oan net
that an unhappy time awaits the be shippeit tn. and be available to hataarkal crOP amilealitY. --:e
rat population during the next two all the distributors on the ban- However, rainfall was clotted
weeks. Requests for the bait have i quet day. December 6. 1948. Follow- throughout the state. In several
areas farmers report that soil moisbeen pouring in at the xeirious I ing are the distribution plazeie
places where it will be available i County Agent-s Office, vaxon .ure has not been sufficient for the
on the banquet day. December 6,1 school. Almo High School. Lynn proper germination and Prowth
showing that people are determined; Grove High • School, Murray Train- I of fall seeded grains, alfalfa and
to do their best to oust M-. Rat. I ing School Hazel High School. and ewer crops. This lack of moisture
according to S. V. Foy, County Concord High School, lairksey had also led to short pasture supfeeding of
Agent.
High School. Please indicate in plies and hence to early
Many questions have been asked your order whera you wish to livestock, the department says.
The department says stripping
Mr. Fey, about the prepared red pick-up your bait.
rapidly
squill baitere refers to the authorResidents of Mnrray may secure tobacco has progressed
ity on tail subjeek. the 'cetera! bait by placing their order with order to meet the opening of the
market November 29 The report
Bureau of Biological Survey, who the County Agent.
ys that as of November first it
saistate that the main reason "or using
appeared that Kentucky's tobacco
red squill is the fact that it is deadcrop would weight out heavkar
ly__ to_ rats but relatively h.-;rrolf..ss
than anticipated earlier.
to humans, pets and livestock. Also,
Total production of all types coinit is a slow-working poison, rebined in Kentucky Is forecast at
quiring as much as four does time
403.000,000 pounds for 1948 corn-'
for some of the tough old rats to
- pared with 385.000.000 pounds in 1epass away. The slow action gives
the animals a chance to get to their
.;
:
A student recital has heel, scheda 47
For the six types of tobacco proburrows where they die an i cause uled for 8:15 p. m. Thursday in the
no bad odors. Red Squill anit can recital hall of the Fine Arts de- duced within the state, the propartment at Murray State college. duction breakdown is as follows:
Burley, 346,900.000 pounds; fireArtemus Ward Townley. Jr.. will
present several selections on the cured. ype 22. 13,612,000 aounds;
cornet. with Miss Jean Dolores Mu- fire cured, type 23, 14 630,000
eller at the piano. He will he as- pounds; fire-cured type 24. 210,000
to his tax rep-iris on the basis that sisted by Miss NOra Overstreet, peunds; dark air-cured. type 35.
airhe might incriminate himself Te soprano, an Miss Betty Brown at 14.400,000 peetieds. and dark
cured, type 36. 12.338,000 pounds.
committee didn't press the matter. the piano

Student Recital
To Be Held At
Murray College

Under The Capitol Dome

We've heard about phantoms of successful^
Tie quote salesman Manuel' "I'm
the opera; Now were hearing about
phantoms in the automobile indus- eating three meals a day."
But the second classification was
try.
the more fascinating. These involvPhantom sales, that is.
The former, of course, was fic- ed the phantom car trade-ins.
Here's how it would work. Suption. The latter is the sworn testimony being spread on the record posing you were a customer of
of a house ?ommittee investigating Kearney. As for instance was Lee
M. Earp of the Railway Express
questionable ,trade practices
Eleven transactions were aetail-, Agency.
Karp went to Kearney to buy a
ed for the committee in its first
day of public hearings. All eleven new car. He had a _1946 De &eta to
• involved the Kearney Oldsmobile trade In. The salesman told Karp
he could have an Oldsmobile that
company of Washington, 0 C.
day if he traded irk the De Sote.
In all eleven, the committee
He did, or thought he did. And
brought out testimony showing
he thought he was allowed a onethat the company or its emplpeees
thousand dollar trach.-;in for the De
• managed to get tag regular mark- Sots.
up allowed on ihe sale of new cars.
But before the. commietee. Karp
plus the profit involved In so-called "extras," plus anywhere from learned that he had sold the De
1350 to 1700 over and above all Soto to another firm, the Chimer
Motor Company. That's what the
that.
title record showed. But Earn tesAnd even the head of the comtified he never heard of the Cherpany. Robert H. Kearney. Junior,
ner Motor Company, and he never
admitted there was no justification
sold them any thing. And he never
for the extra payments, that the
got the $17.000 which Cherner Moprofit markups and commission altor Company. testified it paid to
liberal.
lowances were
Kearney salesman for the car "it
The eleven transactions broke
was buying from Karp.
down into two cla.ssificatione:
The committee tried but never
Outright cash payments above
the sa es price.ln order to get de- did find out who pocketed that
$700 difference on the same. transllvecy.1 There were four of these
at $500 each. Iccording action, that same day. it certainly
payme
•
doesn't show on the books of
to the testimony.
One of the Kearney ralesmen Kearney Oldsmobile. In fact. KearWilliam Manuel. admitted accept- ney Oldsmobile's recorde, don't
ing cash above the gales price even show that Eafp had a•erade
• from his customers. However, he In.
However, the committee counsel
denied asking for the. mower. But
he expected them as "tips." Tips. brought out that ,,.the inearnational
,he called them, and on each custo- revenue department is very much
mer. Manuel said, he used a dif- interested in what happered to
this money. Another member of the
ferent tactic to get a tip.
The committee counsel wanted firm. Raymond J. Kearney, refusto know if the actics were usually ed to answer any questions relating

But it did press further into the
phantom sales. For instance there
was the case of Dr. Alfred Dibbs.
He went to Kearney for an Olds
mobile. He got it, too, by trading
in a 1941 Buick for wnich he
thought he was allowed MO. But
Dr. Dibbs was shown the title
transfer en the car which showed
he had seld the Buick to Ash-keefe
Meter Company.
-I never heard the like of lashKee—a hat's the name? Oh, ,LishKeefe." the Dr told the committee. "L certainly -never sold them
the car."
But .there it- was on the ierords.
And Lish-leeefe testified it paid
Kearney Aldsmebile- or et least
its .salesmanager--$1.100 for the
Buick.
And again. Kearney's records do
not show a trade-in for Dr. Dibbs.
Buick. It's just arfother one of
Those phantom sales:
There were seven of these. And
elore .,the committee called it
-quits. it had heard testimoay from
a bookmaker, a bartender, a tavern owner, a secretary and several
doctors, all of whom gave tips or
had phantom sales with kearmT.
Salesmait Manuel insisted before
the committee that all his custom94.
ers were glad tee give tips."
The owner. Aobert Kearney. Denied receiving a $500 tip from one
f his customers, an old friend,
who repeated the charge under
oath, and showed a chece made
out to cash as proof.
The only tip Kearney would admit reaceivine from the friena was .
one on a horse race which he sadly informed the committee didn't
pay off.

Clinic For
Crippled Children
To Be Wednesday

Weatherman Has
Rainy Day For
Most of Country

Hazel PTA To Meet Thursday

Alumni Name
Candidates For
Presidency

Book Fair At
Hazel Begins
Wednesday

•

Swann, L. D. Miller,
1938—Ruby Cloys Crider, Willena
Shaw.
1939—John Brinn. Buford Hurt,
1941—Barton Eiger, Jack Belote,
1943—Rayburn Watkins, Baron

1915—Marjorie Shroat Buie. Tim
We
O'Brien.
Arrangements are complete for a a cruiser ride on Kentucky Lake.
Betty
Lindhorst.
1947—Ellis
three-day
the
mammoth dinner at Gilbe-taville
Chambers Scott.
at
ntadt fparks
State
S
This o'Af.aasl1 ee e
tour
Wednesday eeening, accordingto'
The committee on the Memorial
reports received today. The affair.
dinner tonight was at-ranged union building announceitthat the.
which will have as guests more tpurTeim
r:rily to acquaint the visitors building drive would start around
khya
than 100 digniteries frOm Kentuc- with the tourist facilitiee at Ken- the first of next year.
ky and the weNeern part of the tucky Lake.
state, is being sponsored by the
Approximately 25 of MerraY's
Kentucky Lake Association.
leading citizens will attend the dinGuests of honor will be a party ner tonight Included are Luther
of 25 Ar 30 from the State Capi- Robertson, Marvin Wrather, Geotol, including Lieut. Gov. Clarence rge Hart, Ralph Woods, George
The Lynn Greve PTA will meet
Weatherbey; Henry Ward, Parks Overbey, Max Hurt, Mrs Rob MaCommissioner; Mrs. Lucy Smith, son. Mrs Gladys Scott. Mrs. George Wednesday, NOV 17. at 2;00 o'clock'
"
parks director; Garnett Withers. Overbev, Mrs. Coleman IVIcDevitt, at the high school.
The sudtect for this month
highway commissioner; and several Mrs. Garnett Jones, John Shrnal,
representatives from the Kentucky Harry Fenton, J. H. Hopkins. Grov- "This Business of Education.' Mrs.
Chamber of Commerce.
erwood James, H. T. Waldrep, Pink Joel Crawford will legaip charge of
The group was schedejed to visit Curd. Kirk Pool. and Paul Ghol- the program.
All members and patrons are _
Kentucky Lake park all Kentucky son joined the group from Frankurged to attend.
Dam park today, as well as go for fort.this morning. •

Lynn Grove PTA
To Meet

chiSIZABLE DIFFERENCE—Carsello's El Zorro, two-pound
Monitor, 150huahua, looks a bit anxious lest Evanger's
they were
pound Great Dane, should suddenly decide that
the Western
no longer friends. The two are entered in
Specialty Dog Show in Chicago on November 21.

COPY IFAIDECI
41111111111111111......
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Colts play their first game against
the Hazel Lions tonight in tte Carr
Health building.
a
The B team takes to the ffeoc at
A group of young men who were 7:00 o'clock against Hazel's seco4.
creating a disturbance Sunday af- stringers, and the main event will
ternoon bgeween Lynnville and begin around 800 Oclock.
Fairbanks have been fined and re"I'll pick my starting lineup from
leased, according to a report re- eight boys." O'Brien stated. "None
ceived today.
of the eight will dress for the B
Cpl. Brigham Futrell, -,of the squad game," the coach revealed.
state police, was notified of the disRob Ray, Charles Waldrop, and
turbance at 4:00 o'clock and by 4:50 Billy Jackson are possible starters
all the men were lodged in the at the guard positions. Jackson,
Mayfield jail.
5 foot. 8 inch sophomore, is the
The men arrested were James only letterman of the group. Ray
Ralph
29,
Bruce,
Perry, 24. Harlord
is a senior, and Waldrop a sophoWest. 19, Chester Wiggins, Russell more.
D. McGowan. 18. James Ward, 17.
O'Brien has two choices at the
and Lavuin Harrison. 21. The group centjr
position, lanky Charles
was traveling in a '41 coupe.
Houston. senior, and Donald TuckThe driver, James Perry, alleg- er, sophomore. Both are over 6
edly drunk, was fined $100 plus feet, 2 inches tall but lack experchildren's
crippled
An all-day
costs and his license was revoked. ience.
children's clinic will be held at the
The others were fined $10 to $20
Bowden,
Robert
Letterman
Broadway Methodist church in Pa- and costs. Harlord Bruce had a
Steele
ducah on Wednesday. November loaded double-barrel shotgun in the Charles Magness, and John
17, according to an announcement car. Ralph West was out on $5.000 are ready at the forward poets.
Magness and Bowden, sophs, are
this morning by Dr. J. A. Outland, bend for killeng a man.
both 6 .feet, 1 inch tall. Strele, a
county health officer.
semo44 6 feet.
This ii. the second clinic in this
"We'have a group of young' balldistrict thie year, sponsored by the
players that lack experience, but
Kentucky Crippled Children's Comshow promise." O'Brien stated.
mission.
"Only two lettermen are returning
Any children who have been to
and neither saw much action last
the clinic before, or any new cases
year." lamented O'Brien.
in the county. may phone 330. the
A captain wilt be appointed for
county health department, if transCloudy skies and seaXmal tern- each game. At the end of the seaportation is needed.
peratures are the order of t' e day son the players Will be allowed to
in most parts of the country al- choose an honorary captain.
though the weather is unseasoeable
Last year the team won 10 games
throughout the 'Mississippi valley and lost 12 under Coach Johnny
and the central part of the country. Underwood, Coach O'Brien said
The weather is fair in most of the that he hoped to improve on ..the
The regular meeting of the Hazel eastern states, the southwest and record but his ch cc's cice a
PTA is scheduled for Thursday. over the levities. However, there hard schedule.
has been rain or drizzle from MisNovember 18
All members are urged to attend souri south to the Gulf. with local thundershowers in Arkensas.
and to bring a visitor along.
An attempt is being made to have And rain is predicted throuphout
one of the meetings of the year on the northern midwest and ..orthThursday. according to Mrs. Jess ern New England later today and
tonight. Rain also has been fallSteely.
ing in the western part of Washington and I Q Oregon.
Guy Billington and Ray Mofield
Some typical early morning temperatures this morning were At- were named as candidates for the
lanta 46. Memphis l. Minreepolis presidency of the Alumni associa44, Kansas City 59, Denvet it. Salt tion next year by the nominating
committee at the recent alumni
Lake City 33, Los Angeles eg.
luncheon at Murray State College.
The nominating committee, headEveryone is invited to the Book
ed by M. 0. Wrather, chairman. seFAMILY SIZE
Fair at Hazel high school WednesPaul Kingins of Murray route
lected Willem Thompson and Don
day and Thursday. A wide variety
2 brought a turnip into the LedPrince as candidates for vice-presiof books will be on display.
ger Sr Times office weighing
dent.
Visitors will be shown the proper
four and one-half pounds.. And
Chosen as candidates for class
books for the age groups from the
representatives to serivz,AS two
grades.: he said he has plenty more the
first through the eighth
same size.
years were:
Some of the books will be on 'sale'
1926—W. B. Moser, Reba Brown
for those who want to do their I
Christmas shopping early.
1927—Carmop Graham, Mildred
An added attraction to the Book
Hatcher.
Fair will be a story-telling hour on
1928—Meadow Huie, Lucille AusWednesday at 2:00 o'clock. Mrs.
Nov. 6—Mrs Dewey Lamekins
Nov. 6—Graves Mitchell Lamp- tin.
Stark Erwin will tell the best-lov1929—Homer Lassiter. Mattie-Lou
ed stories that the younger children kins
Nov. 6—Howell David Lampkins Lockwood.
enjoy.
E. Broach, Miss Eppio

wlii9c371James
Be
State Officials To
Feted Tomte At DaM

•

; •

GROUP ARRESTED
NEAR MAYFIELD
FOR DISTURBANCE

• Witei the first game of the season dose - at hand: Tern...0'6;7.
hool coach, is still unTraining
decided on h starting lineup. The

Happy Birthday

h

10.

The Calloway county ageet and
five assistants are attending the
Kentucky Eetertsion Workers' conference at the University ef Kentucky, Lexington, Tuesday thrcugh
Friday of this week.
Those who left for the reeeting
Monday are S. V. Foy, county
agent; Miss Rachel Rowland, home
demonstration agent; Clarence Mitchell, county...Os assistant; C. 0.
Bondurant, associate county agent
in farm management; and W. C.
Binkley, field agent in cooperative
marketing.
Included in the week's program
will be speeches by noted farm
leaders, and discussion groups designed to increase the effecia.eness
of county extension work
•

LoacIIQBrien Sees Hope
or Better Season This Year

eseleiesa

•
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Dream or Reality
9t

0

Armistice Day was observed last Thursday. but its portent has trown to such, dimensions that Americans car. no
longer turn their backs on November 11 and devote their
•
attention to-other thoughts for 364 days. • •
.
SOVIET CEREMONY STAGED IN BRITISH SECTOR — An
The thirty years that have passed since
unidentified Russian general makes a brief speech after
e.e many
191S have been etentful ones. and We now
more. than 1.000 Soviet troops marched in dress parade
problems we thought were settled by World War -1: were
through the Brandenburg Gate Into the British sector GI
only stifled because of e0austidle Put off. as it were. .
3erlin to lay wreaths at the Soviet War Memorial in observuntil a new generation could be reared to have a more
ance of the 31st anniversary of the Russian Revolution.
II.
War
decisive showdow ii, such as we had in World
The League sd.Nations awl tet up after the Armistice
to insure future peace, anti it does no good at this late date
to review the weak-kneed diplomacy on the purt of the
Allies that caused it to fail. That is, it does no good except
to note the similarity of the old league to the present organization we know as the United Nations.•
Aggressor nations that were members of the league used
their membership as a shield which they pursued their
Plans for further conquest, just as Soviet Russia is using
her membership in the present United Nations for the same

BEEF LAG ON THE HOOF—Pat cattlepour into tracksIde
'sorting pens after completing a 200-mile trip on their own
power. Although October and November are traditionally
the peak months of the railroad round-up business, railroads
•
report a 7 to 10 per cent decline in the car-load shipping.
Cattlemen seem to be waiting for prices to pick up again.

November 11.

Too Many Fingers

I

REMEMBER?

Many people 'round -Mur-ay remember the first few seasons the
Murray Thoroughbreds attempted
to win in football, but it was an
up-hill job, but they soon sn:pped
out of the rut and have for years
been making a wonderful showing.
Friday afternoon of this week it'
is up to the Thoroughbreds to put
an obstacle in the Path of Evansville who are fighting for the first
Ohio Valley Conference crown
Eastern cculd not stop them. Western and Louisville tried in vain,
and now it is Ina to the Murray
State Thoroughbreds to stpp the
Evansville scrappers, and if they
can, then win from Western, they
will be co-champs of the 0 V. C.
••

•
purpose.
They used their best brains as representatives in the
League. just 4:4 Russia is picking her top men to represent
hanor such people
-her in the United Nations. We use it
as Eleanor Roosevelt and Warren Austin white the Soviet
use their vcto power to prevent all efforts of peace-loving
nations to 4)revent another war, or to accomplish the very
-*'• •
thing the United Nations is supposed to du.
world
the
of
nations
that
proposition
the
ironyof
The
can iron out differences over the conference table is that
aggressors are always united while peacedloving people
are disided. Some of us were io sympathy with-what Italy.
Japan and Germany- wanted to do for themselves fifte:n
with the
awes ago, just as some
poor Russians in their &vote ed course to isolate themselves
tit. aelfbehind an iron curtain ant use it as a: screen

of

FIRST UN ADDRESS—Pandit Nehru (right), Prime Minister
of India, 1.1 congratulated by United. Nations SecretaryGeneral Trygve Lie, alter the Indian leader's first allress
before the international group, November 3.

TACOMA. Wash. ,UP—Police
were thrown onto a dither here recently when they attempted to
fingerprint a woman arrested on a
morals charge They found she had
five fingers and a thumb on each
hand. Sgt. R. K. Henderson solved
the puzzle by recording the extra
print on the back of the record
card.
L. P. House of Allen county sold
5,000 pounds of vetch se:d from
20 acres cowed to rye and ‘'etch.
Dehydrated potatoes are 3 good
substitute for grain feed for both ,

Local and Long Distance Moving
MOVING IN

40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.

PR
All

I.C.C. rates are not the same

PHONE PADUC4kH 4833 COLLECT
Paducah, Ky.

216 Kentacky Avenue

Crating, Storage and Shipping

hogs and sheep
RZAJD

TINS

is
CLASSIVIZINI

DE

Yelp. we remember Don Prombough, radio cumnsentator. and we
will not forget him, soon, since
he put the writer and Coach Machin in the class with those in the*
side-room of Noah's Ark. But Don
is a good statistician, a football ex- I
pert. And, we believe Cutch will
agree with us
••
-A few weeks ago wit listiet quite
humber in this celumn who were
s on the old P. t,and A.
pessenge,
railroad when they operated, their
first train from Paris, Than, to
Paducah. There is one from Puryear we failed to mention. He is
that grand old gentleman. Mr.
Giaves Littleton. who is now 87
years of age, but still has that
shart, springy step as. of old. He
trip,
vs.:a remembers this loan
.
a..,I may he live on and on.

;low -synv,,,,lize

STALEY TRANSFER COMPANY
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defense.
None of us is wilting to admit that it is more difficult
for a democracy To ?what its a isest men to govern them in
free elections. but it is maiiaestly clear that the men we
AIRLIFT WEATHERS STORMY DAYS—Planes of the Berlin
choose do not always make appointments to important in- 1
airlift are temporarily grounded by heavy fog and rain at
Tempeihot Airfield Despite almost two weeks of stormy
ternational tribunals that best represent our interests.
•9
weather the goods have kept coming through and aathort.las
Those who read Mr-. Roosevelt's "My Day." which apsay the airlift has gassed Its first real test against winter
pears in many of our leadihg dallies, will see that she is
weather.
havinit a wonderful time in Paris. but we Wonder if she ia
a capable person to match wits with Vishinsky or Molotov.;
C
Secretary Marshall and John Foster Dulles have proFor novelty's sake, there', even
•
o :cy a the United Nations in no
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A:, England is celebrating the. Food Saving
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every war- isn't_ loses et .ry confertrees He meant to be I
birth .of a baby priace. the first I You could be pouring down ,the Such questions only bring up other
funny, bat with se much e‘idence that we are not troutI drain some Of th. dal1a
your
horn of Princess Elizabeth
where?"
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And unless
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1 and go to work when she'J
takes precedence cover all others:
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Pontiae dealer.. tell of performance feats that seem
in her teens If she's luck,o1
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chemical dust that prevent ; potaalmost impossible of attainment.
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Main Street Motor Sales
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Hunting Season On Quail, Rabbit
,Opens Saturday For 51-DayPeriod

•

Kentucky's nirnrods will fire and regulations are complied with.*
Reports from throughout the
their first volley next Saturday.
November 20, when the 1948-49 state indicate more quail •ind rabseason on quail and rabbits opens, bits this season than last, The DiHunting of these two species will vision claims. A recent survey,
be legal until January 10, which conducted by the Happy Hunting
brings to a close a 51-day period of Ground magazine, showed that
rabbits are on the increase from
hunting in Kentucky.
All hunters are required to pos- the all time low of last season in
sess a hunting liscense, the Divi- I Proved- over the excellent 1947
sion of Game and Fish points out, some of the counties, while the bird
and pump and automati: repeat_ crop is generally regarded as iming shotguns must be plugged so season in practically all sections.
that the barrelld magazine corn- This survey was made by '<Ming
, than the 107 conservation officers of the
;bined will hold not mor,
three shells, with the plugs .1. such Division throughout the state
In addition to the quail and rabtype that they can not be removed
without disassembling thl gun. bi., season a 15-day open season has
Statewide licenses, which are valid
been declared on grouse or native
in any county in Kentucky, may be
pheasant this year. The season will
obtained for $3, while a $1 county
open on December 1 and continue
license permits the hunter n take
through December 15. with a bag
• game only in the county so desiglimit of two per day, the Division
nated on the license.
reports. The season on ducks and
Bag limit for quail .this season
geese opens at noon on December
is 10 per day per hunter, the Divi10 and continues through January
sion points out, while the possess8 with a bag limit of four each day
ion limit is 20 after the first day, and a
possession limit of eight
/ provided the hunter has hunted
ducks after the first day.'Possession
two or more days. Limit on rablimit for geese is eight. The shootbits is eight per day, with 15 being
ing hours after the first day are
permissable, after the first day,
from 1-2 hour before sunrise to
provided the possessor has hunted
one hour before sunset, except on
two or more days. The Division
the first day when the hours are
warns hunters that 107 coriservafrom noon until one hour before
tion officers will patrol the fields
sunset. Included in the nag limit
this season to see • that these rules
or possession limit or possession
limit shall be not more than one
wood duck nor two Canadi geese
or its subpecies or two white-fronted geese or one of each.
The deer season in five Kentucky counties, Nelson, Hardin, Breckinridge, Meade and Bullitt--will
open on November 27 and continue
through DecemSer 4. Only antlered
buck deer may be taken and only
shotguns, loaded with slugs or 00
buckshot may be used. In adilition
to the regular statewide hording
license a special hunting permit,
which costs $5. is required

If You Miss
RILEY'S
PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALE
We Both
Lose
•

DELCO-HEAT

The elite of collegiate football—
the five major unbeaten and untied powers—can relax a little tonight. The worst seems to be over.
That's a comforting thought for
at least three of the five—Notre
Dame, Army and Clemson—who
needed fourth period touchdowns
to keep their slates clean last Saturday. The two other unbeaten,—
Michigan and California —romped
against weak opponents.
This week, California closes out
its season against Stanford, and
the Golden Bears are heavy favorites. Oregon—the other contender
on the west coast—plays Oregon
State.
Oregon has won six straight
in th4 Pacific Coast conference,
while Cal has won five straight
against conference opposition. Oregon has suggested a playoff game
to settle any possible doubt about
which team should represent the
Coast in the Rose Bowl. But California officials have turned down
this suggestion. So it looks like the
Rose Bowl team will be picked by
a vote of conference members.
Getting back to the other unbeaten and untied clubs. . .
Army has the week off to rest up
and prepare for its traditional battle against Navy the following
weekend. Notre Dame also is idle
this week. The Irish still must meet
two schools from the West..Cpast—
and •SoutheR Cal.
Washington
Michigan closes out its .,ggapen this

01-11n•
famblundl
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Guards Your Family's
Health and Comfort
•

The Delco-Heat C.00ditiostair
is a complete winter Ur COCIP
ditiooing unit equipped with
an efficient Delco-Hest Oil
Burner. The Coeditionair fdters, humidifies and circulates
warmed air to your rooms.
Regulated by accurate DelcoHeat thermostatic controls, the
Conditionsir holds room temperature st a steady, even
warmth--eutornatically.
Soap in today and gat the
facts shout Delco-Heat.

H. E. JENKINS
Plumbing and Heating
Phone 498-J°

IREWORKS

349
PIECES

104 ONLY
Rich Bros.' AII.Arnerican assiortnient. Supremo
quail's! Includes 100 r Saha.,; (Terry Flub ACTIIALS
Bombs; Buncloi Salutes: Corner; Parissla Bomb; Of TAIL.
2.Shoo Ropeodn: heels; Whistle Eirm .1
Iunulinder
Pourimet: Roman Candles: Aerial Bomb.: Sperkiers: VALLEE V.34
PLUS DO Package, Ounces Firecracker. mcludma 6 peckago. of the FA.%10C3 ZEBRA BRAND! FREB PUNK.
Seoul for FREE catalog of other aosort..aeres diagsloov
Also wrote for FREE C. stag Poled Ctrs-awl

•
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t umand
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RICH BROS. FIREWORKS CO.
DEPT.

• BOX 514

SIOUX FALLS,S. DAIL
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SIMPLUS
Portable Microscopes
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes
for sale. These are all new. in original cartons and are offered
at a fraction of original cost.
. Overall height I inches, turret with three
Specifications:
different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece for higher
spowers desired lull) adjustable en tiltback base. Optical
tern: pitch-polished lenses.

a

These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior saJe
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and peekaging charges. Check or money order should be sent with your
order or $2.60 del:melt the microscope will be sent C.O.D. for
balance. Any check received after quantity has been sold will
be returned promptly.

GIBSON PAGE CO., Inc.
•

BOX 1130, ROC1FIESTER. 2, N. Y.
Dealers in Surplus Commodities
•
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Red Warning Flag
To Be Replaced
On Highways

•
.
0.Arr-NlIV

. Frankfort, Ky., November 15—
The red flag warning motorists of
repair projects will soon disappear
from Kentucky highways, •nid in
their 'place road crews mill use
reversible "stop" and "go" signs.
Department of Highways Maintenance .,Director M. F. Johnson
said after December 15 all road
crews will use these wooden signs
for the control of traffic and for the
protection of men wonting on
pavement maintenance and rep'air.
Johnson said a stop motorist
sign Will be posted at each end
of repair projects and rnotcrists,
when stopped, will be advised of

Scrap Strike!

e

the length of the stretch under' TO GO TO EDUCATION MEET
repair and asked to pliicert with THREE FACULTY MEMBERS
caution.
Three Murray faculty members
"This system, similar to the rail- will attend the convention of the
road crossing warning system will Kentucky Association for superbe an improvement over t.,e old vision and curriculum develop.
method of flagging," Johnson said. ment at Bardstown from Novcmber
"Often when a motorist sights a 19-22.
flagman on the highway he does
They are participating as con.11.11not know whether to slow down,
tants to intetest groups. Those atspeed up, or continue at normal
tending are: Mr. Coitus Johnson,
speed. When he sees one uf these
Area Education coordinator; Mr.
signs he will know to come to a
John Robinson. Director, Training
complete stop."
school; Miss Rubie Smith, education department.

Not everyoody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

Twin Yolks Batch
MORRIS, Ill. iLTP)—A white leghorn hen at thetigilFyrick Morris
hatchery is mothering twin chicks.
The two chicks hatched from a
normal-size egg. Normally, a twin
yolk will fail to mature to the
hatching stage, Morris said.

a
'. ;14..1 .
'
NEW TYPE SCHOOL COACH—Phyllis Marie Benner (right)
and Kenny Hale, children of _workers who are boring an
$8,000,000 tunnel through the Ulntah Mountains near Aspen
Wyoming, approach school that was made from a railroa
coach.

Most scrap metal yards aren't
like this, but LaVonne Bond
wants to remind you that the
Midwestern Scrap Metal Drive is
now on. Indiana, Kentucky. Ohio
and West Virginia 4 B and FFA
clubs are scouring farms this
month for scrap metal. Cash
prises totalling $4,600 will go to
clubs collecting the greatest tonnages of scrap metaL

Sports Roundup

Automatic

I*

El Universal,
LOYAL SUPPORTERS—The publisher of
plane and train
Mexico City, and his associates arrived by
Horse Show in
to cheer their countrymen at the National
their hostess for
Madison Square GardAL Shown here with
Greenwich, Conn.,
the evening, Mrs. Laurence Rutman of
Duret (Pub(from left to right) are: Colonel Miguel Lanz
Rutman,
Mrs.
Cortez,
Manuel
UniNersal),
El
lisher of
Fernando Melgarego, and Eduardo Clave. •

week against, Ohio State, and the
Wolverines are heavy favorites to
make it their second straight season without a loss or tie. Clemson
plays Duquesne , Doo-Kane'i this
week and still has games with Auburn and The Citadel.
from
Teachers
Winston-Salem
If you think the Rose Bowl situ- North Carolina.
Heading the survivors are five
ation is a bit involved on the West:
Coast, here's more bowl confusion major teams —Michigan and Notre
in the Big Nine. Michigan seems a Dame in the Midwest. California in
sure winner in the conference, but the Far West. Army in the lkst and
the Wolverines can't make the trip Clemson in the South.
to Pasadena again until 1951.
Little Missouri Valley college of
That leaves Northwestern, Min- Marshall. Missouri has tills longest
nesota and Ohifi State, all with a winning streak. The Vikins beat
chance for the bowl bid. Northwes- William Jewell last Friday night
tern could wrap it up this week by for their 40th straight win, an allbeating Illinois. If Northwestern time collegiate record.
loses and Minnesota bats Wisconsin,
Other streaks include 22 straight
then Minnesota would represent by Michigan. 22 by Wesleyan of
the Big Nine New Year's day.
Connecticut and 20 victories in a
Ohio State is the real clarkhorse. row by Notre Dame. The Irish have
But the Buckeyes must beat Michi- not been beaten in 26 games.
gan, something no one has been
Here's how the unbeaten and unable to accomplish for two years to
tied clubs line up by sections. The
stay in contention. If Ohio State
Midwest has nine—Michigan. Notre
beats the Wolverines and if NorthDame, Missouri Valley, Denison of
western and Minnesota both lose,
Ohio, Bowling Green of Ohio, Alma
then Ohio State may get the bid. A
of Michigan. Heidelberg of Ohio..
possibility but hardly a probability.
Wilberforce State of Ohio and
Southern Methodist can all but
Michigan Tech.
lock up the Southwest conference
The East is next with four repretitle and a Cotton Bowl bid by
Baylor this week. The sentatives—Army. Wesleyan, West
beating
Liberty State of West Virginia and
Mustangs have won four straight
the Bloomsburg. Pennsylvania, Tea-.
in the conference. Texas is another
chers.
possibility if Southern Methodist
Clemson and Florida A. and M.
slips.
are the lone survivors in the South.
Kansas and Oklahoma—Tied for
California and Occidental uphold
the lead in the Big Seven—clash
the honor of the West Coast. while
thiS week at Lawrence Kansas. The
Sul Ross State of Texas is thr only,
winners will be the number one
team left in the Southwest, There I
invitation.
bowl
a
for
candidate
isn't a single unbeaten or untied '
Missouri still has a chance for conteam in the Rockies.
ference honors.
Clemson—with four straight wins
—it showing the way in the Southern conference. North Carolina is
the runnerup with three wins and
a tie. North Carolina takes on Duke
next Saturday. while William and
Mary meets North Carolina State.
Georgia lops the Southeastern
conference, with Mississippi and
Tulane right behind. None of the
leaders has conference opposition
this week.
Traditional battles are fe^tured
on the Eastern program this week.
Games like Yale at Harvard, Dartmouth at Princeton and Penn State
at Pitt. Penn State, unbeaten but
tied by Michigan State, looks like a
good bet to land a major bowl bid
if they get past the Panthers.
Other traditional games around
the country include Purdue-IndiChristian and
Rice-'Eealm
ana.
UCLA -Southern Cal.
Intersectional standouts include
Saint Mary's of California at Boston College, Iowa at Boston University. San Francisco at Villanova.
Tulane at Cincinnati, Washington
State at Michigan State and Iowa'
State at Arizona.
The list of unbeaten and untied
collegiate football teams is getting
shorter every weekend. Only 18
CELEBRANT— Alexancgr
clubs still remain on the United
Panyushkin, Soviet Ambas18 clubs withPress honor roll .
sador to the U. S., dons'
out a loss or tie all season.
resplendent diplomatic uniThree teams had their perfect
form for the Washingtcn
records marred over the weekend—
celebration of the, 31st
Washington University of St. Louis, 'ilanlyersary of the
Boithe
Lewis and Clark of Oregon, and
1
shevik Revolution.

•
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More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!

YES.NASH WENT
RIME WAY!

And does America love its 1949 Nash Aidlyte! First with Cockpit Control! The
Uniscope! Twin Beds! Girder-built Unitized Body and Frame! Unitlo-Jet Carbua.
retion—more than 25 miles per gallon at average highway speed!
No wonder the talk is Nash. Never before
so much nevo; in a motor car!
Inside that long, low, rakish body is
more room than you've ever seen before
. .. a Super-Lounge, safety-designed ...
offering Twin lied comfort at night!
Around you. the sky-wide sweep of a
curved one-piece windshield. The safcty
of Cockpit control, with the Uniscope.
the world's first car with UnifloJet carburetion —more than 25 miles to
the &lion. for the Nash "600," at average
high'‘vay speed!
The thrill of nev, riding smoothness with

coil springs cushioning all four wheels!.
New miracles of Nash Weather Eye Conditioned Air!
And now—above ati—the super-safety
and quietness of Girder-built Unitized
Body-and-Frame construction. Pioneered
by Nash—the greatest advance in automobile construction in 40 years!
Don't stop at admiring a 1949 Nash
Airflyte. Go dawn to your Nash dealer,
get in, and get the whole amazing story—
the greatest story an automobile eve; told!
The Nash Airflste for 1949 comes in two
scriec,rhe Nash"600"and NashAnahassador.

GREAT CARS SINCE 190Z
Ned, POlohrs, Divislon Nodt • K•lw motor Cceporot.on. Doke J

A Great Car—built by a Great Company—Sold and Sorwielid by the finest
Dealer Organisation th• Industry has •ver known.

PARKER MOTORS
7th at Main St.
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Office For food and Feed Conservation Suggests:

College
Calendar
November 15, 16. - Aviation
Cadet recruiting in basement
of *librarY.
November 16, Tuesday- Jinuny
Dorsey conceit and dance
Concert at 7-30 in the auditornun. Dance 9:00 in the girls
gymnasium.
November 17. Wcdnesday-Chapel Music Faculty Program.
November it! '71-.ursday-Recital. Prat C. R. McGavern, En•cits.1 1-...S.I
November 19. Fratay -Football
game. Evlinsville at 2 p.m.
H:gh school day.
November ?AL Wednesday-Chaise/I Address by the Rev. H C.
• Chiles of the Murray Baptist
church
November 25. M. 27. Thursday.
- Friday. Saturday- Thanksgiv.
Mg holiday.
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If YourNose
Fills U
Spoils

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
Sa4,e Wheal! Save Meal! Save

th.Peace/

TUESDAY PEACE PLATE
Fragrant cheese with slices of
bread are the chief ingredients of
this cheese ruff which goes easy on
your pocketbook and your time.
The menu eliminates meat.. So
tt helps fight inflated prices of our
shrinking meat supply. And cheese
puff is more economical than more
prized grades and cuts of meat
With this recipe you can't go
wrong It doesn't require the deliof those
cate handling you give
elaborate cheese souffles And it's
made In just a jute.
Of course, the eggs arid cheese
are both nutritious
CHEESE PUFF
• sae.. bread
It5 cups cliees• grated
I eggs
1% sass will
la temps*. salt
Pepper, paprika, mustard. If desired.
Lay three allees of bread In the bottom of • greased bak_ng dish. Sprinkle
Mtn half the cheese. cover with remaining bread. Beat eggs: add milk
god seasonines: pour over the breadand-chew nurture, and cover wtth
Set baking dish In •
maIntng ..
Dan of het water and bake In a moderate et en t350-11 for about 40 minutes or unee the custard ts set and the
bread is puffed ye Sends 4.

Cheese Pell
Escalloped Cabbage
I
Harvard Beets
Tossed Green Salad with Chives
Dressing
French
Top Milk
Baked Apple Betty
FOOD TIPS: A clever cook is
handy with herbs. land the thrifty
cook grows them in her garden.
Spring and sunurea months are the
time to use herbs to add a savory
"new touch" to salads and main
dishes.
Chives, suggested for today's
tossed green salad, are a good bet
for your garden. But don't overlook parsley. summer savory, sage.
tarragon and mint when you're
planting
Use herbs with a llght hand.
Don't overseason. Learn to blend
them, using one for a leading ilevor
and the others in minor proportion.
Onion, for instance. might tie
your leading flavor for beef-with
added bits -of parsley, summer
savory and celery leaves.
Draw out the flavor of salad
herbs by letting them stand in
salad oil. Heat onions and ether
herbs in fat for flavoring cooked
dishes.

Club News
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Activities
Weddings

I Miss June Mite-hell
Is Married To
Mr. Guy Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs Monroe Mitchell of
Almo announce the marriage of
their only daughter. June to Mr
Guy Cunningham of Faxon.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by Rev. Young of Corinth. Miss.
Their only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell, brother
c‘f the bride.
The bride wore a grey suit and
blue topper with black accessories
and a corsage of red rose burls.
Mrs. Mitchell wore a brown suit
and pink topper with matching
acnassories and a corsage of red
rose buds.
Me Cunningham graduated from
Alrao High school in the spring
of 1947. Mrs. Cunningham also atoe,ded Almo high school. they
will be at home to their friends. on
--

-Ieggriers Ferry Highway in Mr. T.
0. Turners house until they have I
their new home built. Mr. Cunning- ,
ham is employed at Murray Manufacturing Co.

Woodmen Circle
Meeting Held
At Club House
The regular meeting of tim Woodmen Circle was held at the Club
House November 11 at 7:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Mildred Wilmurth - presided.
The club voted to charter a bu
to the District meeting in Paducah
Friday, November 19 Thirty-five
members are to go from the Murray Grove. The slate of officers for
1949 was presented to the club and
favorably voted upon.
The attendance was good and
Mrs. Georgia C. Gregory received
the attendance award.
_
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Wendell Oury Chapter
DAR Meets.At Home
Of Miss gmma Helm
The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the D. A. R. met Saturday,
No. 13 at the home of Miss Emile
Heire, Dr. Herbert Halpert, the
Wiest speaker, was most graciously
introduced by Miss Beatrice Frye.
He is recognized nationally as an
authority on folklore. A ni an delightful hour was spent listening to..
hisentertaining and instructive discourse. The open forum that followed was enjoyed by all. a
'Delicious refreshments were served by the hostess, Miss Emma
V
Helm, assisted by Mrs. Prince Hart
and Mrs. Price Doyle. Dr. Halpent
and Mrs. M. D. Holton, special
guests also enjoyed this hospitality.
During the business meeting
that followed, the program for the
December meeting was discusseda
by Mrs. W. S. Swann, Ch. Regent,
after which the minutes of the last
meeting were read and approved.
FIFTH TIME Greer Carson and Walter,
An interesting report, followed by
presentation of year book backs to
who,
each member was giveln by Mrs.
disrupts, but delightfully', fashionable society.
J. D. Peterson. A hand painted
picture of "Old Glory" done in
water colors, decorated the front of
and? Mrs. Pete Self last Thursday
each cover. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
and Friday. The latter couple visus chairman of the Student Loan , ,Hello everybody everywhere. Just
ited the Scott family Saturday
Fund, read a letter from the State
''little more news.
night and Sunday.
Chairman, Mrs. W. 11:Dickinson of
: have
Mr. and Mrs.- Math Wry,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self were
Glasgow. Ky. Mrs. Hester then
been sick. We hope they are bet- Monday guests of Mr. Self's bromade a plea for help on the student
ter at this writing.
ther and family, Mr. and Mrs.
loan fund. The contributions taken
Dr .Houston was called ..to see Pete Self. Miss Ruth Fulcher was
was turned over to the Chapter
Treasurer, Mrs, David McConnell, 1ittle Clara Self Friday night We• also a visitor.
will be well again. She
to be sent to the state treasurer. hope she
Little Pearl and William Ray
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Self are doing fine.
. Mrs. Price Doyle as chairman of i
Pete Saf.
Blondie
the D. A. R. magazine gave an inMe and Mrs. Pete Self and girls,
teresting report in which-she told
and
Mr
and
Clara.
visited
Carrie
the Chapter she had received a letMrs. Joe Walker last Sunday. They
ter of commehdation from the state
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutsen and I
al,, visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick
I chairman, commending this chapter
Mr.
and Mts. Don Hutson left
McNutt.
for its cooperation. 'Mrs. Doyle also
Monday to attend a four day
and
a
Mr..;.
Troy
S
sot
eildren
for to Gene
iv'' i a,
Committee in whictr she asked for v.sited Mrs. Scntisaparento Waal-respire! .convention in Atlanta.
help in copying early will books
here at the Court House and also
asked for copies Of any family re- ,
cords from very old Bibles of members or their neighbors. The copies'
of these records are to be sent is
HER
national headquarters at Washing;
t
ton, and state headquarters at DunTAUNTING
can Tavern for preservation and
reference.
KISS
The Benediction was given by
•
Mrs. Sums Wear. Chapter ChapMINS AN
lain.

FOR 'THE
Pidgeon co-star in M-G-M's hilarious comedy. "Julia'
Misbehaves," story o( an irrepressible showgirl

DESERT DESTINY
by JOSEPH CHADWICK

Home News

ela'ne owns nom
Tracy Hayden has always ItvedJ
on the Arizona ranch owned by
old Senora Maria Garrison. She's
a favorite of the old lady, whose
only surviving son. Ramon. and
a hose grandchildren. Joan and
Ruth. are a disappointment to
her. When the Senora hears of
an adventurous grandson. Phil
Garrison. whom she has never
seen, she sends Tracy to Baltimore to bring him West. Planning to pat him in charge of the
ranch. The other Garrisons disapprove, for they fear she may
make him her heir. Tracy mistakes another man. Jim Conroy.
for Phil and brings him back to
the ranch. She falls in love with
him and Is Jealous when Roth
Garrison flirts with him. Then.
she discosers he's an impostor.
She's bitter, but agrees he should
continue the imposture for the
Senora's sake. While he's out
riding, his horse is shot from
under him by a hidden marksman. Pete Donohoe, beast of
Ruth's. is found near the scene,
but protests his innocence. Clint
Hanlon. ranch manager,says the
assailant must have been a Mexican. low, with whom Jim has
had trouble. Jim agrees but suspects that Jose was hired by the
Garrisons to gun for him. That
evening. Ruth. having learned
t from Tracy that Jim is net her
cousin. puts added ardor into her
flirtation with him.

t I can't make him leave. Only
the Senora can do that, and she
won't. She wants him to stay deToroaht-if your head is no congested
spite what's happened-she says
and stuffed-up with a cold that you
no Garrison should run away from
can't get to sleep-put a few drops of
danger."
Vicki Va-tro-nal in each nostril.
"All this wouldn't have happened
instantly you'll feel your stuffy nose
if you'd listened to us and refessed
start to open up. For Va-tro-noas
specuazzed medication works nett
to bring him here in the first
where trouba- is to relieve such conplace," Juan grumbled."I don't see
gestion. It makes breathing easier.
whir you did. Alter all, it's as much
It motes restful sleep. Try it. Get
to your interest as to ours not to
Vises Va-tro-nial Nose Drops!
let this outsider cut in on us.
Where will you be if the Senora is
Tuesday, November It
won over by him and decides to beThe following circles I - he W. S.
queath the ranch to him' You deC S. of the First Med:oats: Church
pend on it as much as we do. It's
uell meet at 130 as follows
your home and you've got a stake
in it-or expect to have when the
Circle I with Mrs J. TaSsmmons
I.
Senora dies. If Phll Garrison gets
Cohostesses are Nara_ Robert Smith,
the inside track, she's very likely
Mrs J. I. Rebinson an Mrs 011ie
to give all the rest of us the short
Chambers with Mrs. Wallace Mcend in her will."
Elrath as program leader.
Tracy gave Juan a cold look.
-Thanks for not begrudging me
Carcle II with Mrs C. Rea C.
my
place here." she said sarcastiaesses, Mrs. Ed. Burkeon an!
cally. "But what part of the ranch
a1is. Walter Wilkersart. program.
will any of us have If you and
Circle III with Mrs. Fr_nk
Ramon and Ruth have your wee?
o.rt Stubblefield. Cohestesses Mr.
You want it sold."
Verr.sn Stubblefield, Sr., and Miss
"It should be sold." Ramon put
he -The Senora is too old to icnow
Mary Shipley.
1.1, Btu_ s.
what is best. I. as her only living
Department a.11
The
Music
son, should decide the matter. I
meet at 7.30 at the Club House.
should be acknowledged as the
"Stars of the Future" will be the
head of this family. If Phil Garri3
son-an outsaffer. as Juan saysprogram.
should be put in charge here, ft
The Alice Waters Cirde. et the
would be grossly unfair. And I
First Methodist caurch will meet
mean to light against it!"
a 7'30 wit. Mrs. Joe Bs,c S 6•.r.
With that, he rose and stalked
Street.
out.
CHAPTER
After he was gone, silence settled
TRACY was still dancing with over
Wednesday. Nov. 17
the room. Juan poured hima Pete when she saw Ruth self another drink. Helene sat starThe East Slue Homemakers Club
will meet at 1 30 at the home of
rise. pull Jim up from the sofa ing into space. Pete seated himself
Mrs. Leslie Gilbert, 300 South 6th
and lead him outdoors. Agtrin, at a card table and began playing
solitaire.
street.
she felt a pang of jealousy. Out
Tracy moved restlessly about.
would
moonlight,
there
in,
the
She
was wondering whether she
-.
Monday. Nov.
'There's just nnalivin' with these
Jim kiss Ruth again?
shoeld tell Ramon and Juan that
Collectivists. The
won't admit
The Magazine Club will' meet
that a dap dater'ie jeet as cheap
Pete muttered. "See what I their worries were groundlesswith Mrs. R. A. Johnston on Fanner
for employer as for employee!"
mean? Do you blame me for hating that the man they thought to be
Avenue,*
that guy? Since he came. Ruth has Phil Garrison was only a stranger.
not had eyes for any One else." His But no-they mieht go straight to
the &MOM with the tnith and- thus
tone was bitter.
Tracy said suddenly. "I'm tired spoil her happiness. Tracy could
Clubs
not bear to have that happen. Best
of e.ar.cing Let's Fit down."
A few minutes later. Ramon and to let things ride for the brief while
that
Jim would be here. Besides.
Helene came into the room. Then.
Ramon and Juan were so callous
Juan drifted in.
Tuesday, Neverveer id -Kirk- i
"What's this I near about Phil and calculating that It gave her a
sey at 1:30 sin school buildiee,
Garrison dodging a bullet this certain satisfaction to see them
r5:11,,....:"5;rendin7
*
VARSITY
THEATRE
writhe at the fear of losing the inWednesday. November 17-East
sass
morning?" Juan asked.
Sale at 1 -30 p. m. in home if Mm. "Black :knows .1 Hr l Mina
' "That's right," Pete told- him. heritance they expected from the
4""t
then made a wry face."And rm the Senora.
Leslie Gilbert.
Feature Starts. 1:19-2 59-4 394 19 suspect in the attempted murder!"
Thursdays November 18--Radio; 7.58-9:39
ER thoughts were interrupted
'Nonsense!" Tracy said quickly.
Ceeter at 10:30 a. m. in Instee of
by a knock at the door that
"Jim doesn't suspect you any more.
_
CAPITOL THEATRE
led
to the patio. Answering the
Mrs
C. Collie
He mailers he made a mistake this
knock,
she found Clint Hanlon
-Stallion
Road:
.1
Hr
36
Mina
morning."
Friday. November 19 file
I
's A
VE
Conoutside. He had changed from his
reed at 1:30 in home of Ms Taft Feature Starts: - 1.17-3 15-5:13-7:11- . Juan frowned."What's going on. trail-dusty clothes to a white linen
anyiray? That's the second escape
Patt.•rson.
he's had from being shot. It's be- suit.
He smiled at her and said. "I
ginning to look planned. Who's
gunning for him? Heaven knows, I was wonderine if you would conic
Those COSTLY
Myself don't want him here and out for a walk with me. Tracy. I'd
am eager to get him away, but kill- like to have a talk with you."
"Of course, Clint."
ing a man is something else again!"
They walked out through the
Hie dark eyes fixed auspiciously
patio and beyond. Clint didn't
on his uncle.
Your Dredge or Ph mouth engine
Ramon. seeing that look, leaped speak at once.
I% A finch tuned mechanism. To
COM IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLUS
Finally, he said hesitantly. "Fat
up. "Lorlk here. if you're accusing
keep it perfertr,r- balanced in
not much of a man for talk. and
me .."
operation, our service departDUAONSTRATION OF Tift-fAMOUS
"Oh. don't look so shocked and I don't know just how to say
ment ti
pros tried
to say. But for one thing.
relf-righteous." Juan broke In.
I want you to know that I don't
"Maybe you noulcin't use a gun
expect
to
be just a ranch manager
yourself, but you're not above payalways. I mean that some daySPECIAL TESTING
ing Jose to do It!"
Ramon took a quick step forward maybe some day soon-I hope to
and struck his nephew across the have st place of my own. Does- thin
.
EQUIPMENT
face with the flat.of his hand. Juan -uh-interest you. Trite?"
"Interest me" she said uheastee.
reeled backs then surged forward
With the aid of these instru"What do vou mean. Clint?"
with clenched fists.
ments and spe. Lel tools., our
He hatted and faced her."WellTracy. Jumping up, caught hold
trained mer h Anirs an often save
of his aien."Stop. Juan-oh.stop!" uh-when a girl gets married, she
ou much trourble and expettle.
He wile trembling violently. but usually wants a man who'll do
he herded her. He stood uncer- things, doesn't she? I just want you
IARIVE IN TODAY
tainly for an instant, then strode to know that I've got ambitions and
across the room to the bar and expect to fulfill them. When Lado.
You will live with your
you're the sort of girl I'd want or
poured himself a drink.
time
Long
aew range a
a wife." -so we suggest you
Tracy avaa now keenly embarOU can't blame Ramon for
shop and compare. See
tir. for s our EXTRA 1,Xstriking you after what you rassed. "Clint are you trying to
the Tappan! There's a
tell
me that you're in love with
1 RA trade in allowance on your
110 aid," Tracy told him. "I'm sure
wealth of conveniences
old (,sr and truck tires.
you didn't really mean it. Why me?"
COW,IN—
to make your kitchen
He looked away, then back. "I'm
don't yeti apologize?"
hours easier -more enjoyable. Famous
'Juaft shrugged. -Okay-maybe I asking you to marry me. Tracy. Not
for its be•tify, your new Tappasese--"C"/"TION
once-not in a hurry-hut when
.
at
mat a little hot-headed. Sorry."
-Qv coals,
will ,be the envy of your friends.
Ramon slowly sank back into his / can give you all I want to give
chair. There was a moment of awk- you You needn't decide on the
moment. Give me your answer
ward silence.
Then, he said,"We've got to send after you've considered a while."
She couldn't speak. She merely
eats Phil Garrison away. If Jose
sheuld kill him, the blame would be noddcd jerkily, wondenng why then
' 105 North Fourth Street
girl had i.vcr had so unromanbecause
it's
any
us,
known
we
put on
don't want him here." He turned to tic a proposal.
cgrlip W. Doran, Distriit Manager
4...Tracy 'accusingly. "You brought
(To be cm:tinged)
". him here-It's up to you to make
(The chttraftrrt.weilft -seta/ ar
him leave."
•
fie-inflow./
She nodded unhappily. "I know,

Social Calendar

Together' Again

Locals

XXTV

Homemakers
Schedule

Fteal INA&FEW

Bridge Party Is
Held Saturday At
Woman's Club House
righty ladies were eelightftalyt
entertained with a dessert' Wedge
party at the Woman's Club Meuse
Saturday afternoon beitireiles! at
1:45 o'clock. The hostesses - were
Mrs. Keith Mamie Mrs. Tommy
Howard, Mrs. Lubie Veale. Ir. and
Mrs. Robert WailliAMF.
The oak leaf-mottf was cleverly
emphasized through its Lasa in the
inrefreshmertsn
ad also in
aapalasase
3,.21!.i.r,theah
Hn.
and oak leaves, with which each
guest was favoeed.
third
a
Prizes for hies. scnd
and low respectively were presented to Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, Mrs.
Thom:is Batiks, Jr. Mrs. Wavlon
Rayburn and Mrs. Joan Farrie
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Change of Schedule
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 17
Busses will leave Fifth and Main Streets 15 minutes and
45 minutes after the hour and will leave
Five Points on the hour and half hour.

Murray Transit Corp.
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OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
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and Save Money
FOR SALE-Shell gamine. Regular, 26c; Ethyl, no-Ilays Food
tic
Market;

For Sale
FOR SALE-One Cushman motor
scooter. "48 model. See at J. T.
Taylor Motor Co. Price $123. If
I
Harmon, rt.
N 18p
a, Murray.

FOR SALE - Registered pointer
. with lemon spots.
bird dog. White
-Mrs. Luther Greenfield, Murray
Route 2, 3 miles north Penny. N16p

FOR SALE-4 months old black female cocker spaniel pup. Pedigreed end AKC registered-D. Woodruff, Puryear, Tenn.
NI& TOR RENT-Half brick duplex
house, tutfurnlahed, 4 rooms and
FOR SALE-Complete line of hear- bath, furnace, built-in features, aing aid batteries for all makes
vailable first of December. 108 N.
N17c
Friendly courteous service-Aug- 14th St. Call 882-W.
/ ust k'. Wilson, 103 Gatlin Building.
D2c FOR RENT-Apartment, furnished
or unfurnished. Furnace heat. PriFOR SALE-Pointer bird dog, male, vate entrance. Electrically equipN17p
2 years old, black and white tick. ped-1202 W. Main St.
ed, wide hunter, not bird or gun
shy. Will sell cheap. One register- FOR RENT-3-room ground floor
ed liver and white pointer fe- apartment near court square, with
male 6 months old. Pointing birds, screened-1n back porch, room upand will sell also-Travis Eth- stairs. Heating appliances furnishridge, Route 1, Benton, Ky. Phone ed. Garden space-206 South 5th.
N17c
Phone 11394.
4777.

For Rent
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Highest rnt....rk•A price
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Beef Fliees
Prices Subject to Chance
Without Notice

about this special offer to AAA
veterans at U. S. Army and U. S.
Air Force Recruiting Station, in
Post Office Building, Murray. Ky.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

55 -Plpe Joint
56-To cut
57- Pares
58-Compaas point
50 - Wily

ammisimiz
3
2
1

I

5

8

7

DOWN
1-To turn sold.
2-Chief Norse god
3-Exactness

9

4-Past
•••m••••

/,20to
.°''"
21

3f

32

a.23 "II111
r
29 V

17

I

Phone 282
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Authorized nrof....fain of
Valley Termini. Corm.

Ohio
E I

As Advertised In"Th• /Nur

ei•••

WELLS PAINTING, DECORATING. Specializing in refinishing
all types of furniture. Estimates
free. Pick up and delivery. TeleDllp
phone 10274. Murray, Ky.

5-Ran along with
6-Surgical saw
7-High
To coot
-65III
10-60211s follower
11-Boy
17- Fluttering bush
12- EiwiPr•
22- acrd
24-Par Eastern

Ci•Ilai Ft,.• h•Ola.le.

,
NEW EVENING SILHOUETTE—Jean Patou,in Paris,
features a new evening silhouette in this silver lame
gown with elasticized gathers at the knee, a low,
round, gathered neckline
and tightly draped waistband.
_

Str.ctly

NANCY

40;1/ alL,

9

OIL-IlEATD1

ply, although it is approved for
waste drainage.
Do not Mix metals in the water
system. Fittings of a metai different than the water tank cail cause
electrolytic action, weakening one
of the tuetals.
For attractive appearance and
c
cleaning. exposed piping
should be chromium plated and
. shoud. pass into the wall with i
everybody
short ,a run as possible.

25-15.1ent
25-Printers'
tneasnr.s
72-Bleak Scot.
71 -Part of Way
:3-Mad eggs
33-To se%er
19-Land raeasidr•
31-Entrances
41-Teat
43 -Auto shoesfling
44 Ars antlselitle
46-411}1.1-140 tataitigi
_4' In.:141ra
45-ltd
50-Montey
51 -Born
52--Otserte

Produce Co.
NEED AN ALERT, INDUSTRIOUS
Phone 441
heath 13th tit.
worker. Contact Lyle Armstrong,
Residence Phone 1034
care Ledger & Times- Veteran.
college training, learn quickly.
111
0
•----,7rS-',9
N18p
?.11.kktit.
kkej
Ster1FICIIII Offered

Tel, 101

3rd St.

Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Tenses but nearly
reads it.

rtcpe

'..,

/1-1
/./.
,•
33 2

A:urray, Ky.
North

Not everybody in

12

Inches, $1.25 per stick; 13 inches.
$1.35 per stick; 14 inches, $1.50 per
stick_ We can haul the above mentioned timber by deducting the
haul from the above mentioned
T Th N18c
prices-Sykes Bros.

ROWLAND RefrIgeratton Sales and
Service. Supplies. Phone 9934
Hazel Highway, one block south
11
of Sycamore Street-

Farm Tested Feeds
Highest Quality
at
Lowest Cost
ROSS FEED CO.

COLLECTORS—Members of the Mexican Army team have
themselves a fine collect:on of ribbons and trophies at the
close of the National Horse Show in Madison Square Garden,
New York. Left to right are: Capt. Ruben Uriza, Capt. Raul
Camper°, Capt. Alberto Valdes, Col Humterto Mariles. and
Capt. Victor Carrillo.

34- Aiderts
36-Dove's call
37-Pre he • upon
39 -Hale In one
40 -Portable shelter
42 -Serted in hospital
46.-To rouse
45-Small kit
49 -Container'
53-V1pee
tellies! tint
se-

AellOss
1-To weaken
4-Dexterous
'7-Spoor
12-That girl
13 Long-Mixed 'lob
14-Large artery
15-To consume
in -elontied
16-Refine:
20-Heroic o:lis
-Hawing three left
Sr
23-Book
27-To soak up
20-To grab
50-1.1nuor
Si -Gets up

Loggess

Flying ants may be termites -,
1,,,ssibly in y.q.ir home. A FREE
TERIIINDC INSPECTION will
awe you accurate information on
the extent of -termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

"STANDARD"

Building

On

The household phanbinz includes omy to emit these to EiaV2 cost,
STRAYED OR STOLEN-A male pipes for diseributing hot iind cold Waste pipes should never Lo
tan and white- registered Collie,
water, bath and kitchen fixtures, er than two inches in diarneti r.
dog named "Laddie." Call 830-R-4
oesposa...
drilinag.. pipes to'
Most pipes are locaiel ii.sioe
through Murray-Hilman Coles,
• and neceEsary fittings. All should! walls :',"nd, unless protector!, hot
NI8p
Rt. 3. Hazel Ky.
be of highest quality, resi:.int to' water supply pipes quickly becorms:on and large enough far the! come cold with rem.ilting wstte of
ArrVETS WANTED! Good jobs!
family's needs.
water and fuel. If the wa'Is are
now open in the expanding U. S.
Although there should he no (Bled wii.h mineral wool ii.sulaArmy for men with Anti-aircraft
quolity, tion, this heat loss will be miniArtillery experience in any of the compromise on plumbing
by care7u1 lo- mized and there will be no long'
Armed Forces. Qualified veterans! costs can be spared
of equipment. Do -rt put waits for hot water to revih the
with honorable discharges since cation
bath on one aide of the house, tub or lavatory.
12 May 1945 are eligible. Enlist the
kitchen sink or•anothcr bath, Before
plumbiag is installed,
directly into AAA in grade de- with
on the opposit2 side. Use ci).-Lmon : the water should be analyzed by
termined by your skill and experpipes wherever possihte,
a cliginist to determine the best
ience. Openings in 25 specialties
the need for excess piping':
pipe for the installation. Generally,
Center
Information
-including
Drainage and supply pipes should . copper and brass have longest life
Operators, Radar. AW and AAA
(' 'Sir. I and cannot rust. Black iron pipe
Gun Crewmen, Ground Observ- be provided with readily '1,
should nor be used for wate.- suppee,
ers, AA Range Section NCO's and ble cleanout plugs. It is
Operators, Gunners, Mechanics.
Fire Control Elettricians, and
*small ro Pervious PUZZLF
many more. Get full details now

30c
25c WANTED-Oak timber, 8 1-2 feet
long. sound and straight, delivered
22c to
mill. Nine inches at small end,
15c} 75c per stick; 10 inches, 85c per
55c stick: 11 inches, $1.00 per stick; 12

Heavy Hens
Leg crn "ri ens
• Sr rirtzs
Cox
Egg.,

Wingate

.

PIANOS-Brand new Spinet in ma- FOR RENT - Furnished room for
hogany or walnut with
bench, college boy, or working man $485. Used pianos, $135 up. Deliv- Mrs. Lyles, 107 South lath street.
ered-Harry Edwards, 808 South Murray, Ky.
5th street. 'Paducah, Ky. TeleFOR RENT OR SALE - 212-acre
phone 4431.
D17c farm located near Mt. Carmel
Baptist church. Write Wallace
NI8p
Euszle. Scottsville, Ky.
LOOK!
LOOK!

'If were
f's broid Mrs.
we was
rr

Notices

WE SELL
URBAN G. STARKS

RUBBER STAMPS

124 S. 12th St.
Phone 1142

Lodger & Times

I.

By Ernie Bushmiller

for the Birds
I'LL GET MY
DOG-- HE'LL
KEEP THEM
AWAY

I WISH THESE
BIRDS WEREN'T
Sa FOND OF ME

Use our Classified Ads - They
get the business
:11:•

ATTENTION BURLEY TOBACCO
GROWERS
••
At1%.1sahle and lees expensive to strip your own tobacco and
ki up in barn until such time as you want to market.
If you cannot strip, arrangements have been made at follow ing points under supervision of capable men to strip and class:
MAY1 IELD--Ciarence M. Bogle. Phone 91 from S:o• to 5:00
day - 885XM at nightRALPH cummiNs
11.1iRLOW-Cummins Tobacco Whse, Phone 136
Opening sale first week in December. Mayfield has ample
room 'Direr big floors) ss ith the same important buying in
terra.% as all other burley markets.

•

•

•

Cap,IW.desus.Sree•••••••• lac
T.ft,at
011.-41/1.4.10 ••••••••

i'EAT, DRINK, BE MERRY.'.'.'
ENJOY THE YAK-STEAK AND
THE DANCING-GIRLS.

WATCH YOt'R ORDER - IMPORTANT
C. C. (Joe) Cummins, Manager
P. 0. Box 827
Ala)ficld, Ky.

By Rae burn Van Bur*.

Some Head-Coaching

ABBIE an' SLATS

REC T.*
K- EE
G ERTE1c7.74-,.,

YOU TWO POREIGN 4(KEE
,N0
E
s
TH
EID
E
SEAmRA
u lli_zs
EV
ON

.4 'BECAUSE, AT
"
HOW CAN I E NJOYANY THING, WHEN ANY
ANYTIME, HIS NEW
MINUTE THAT KID MIGHT TAKE IT INTO HIS HEAD
TO BANG THE GONG-AND I'M A DEAD DUCK3:/- NURSEMAIDS ARE
E XPECTED TO
WH f ARE THEY
ARRIVE FROM
PRETTYING
AgR'OAC2•
HIM U

DOUBT.

••••••orm,

0

Automobile Auction

tit

EVERY MONDAY AT
4
err.

CLOCK
'
12:00 O

RAIN OR SHINE
One bf the be,st Automobile Auctions
t. sell or trade your car
'
. in the South. Don
too cheap. For-$3.00 get bids from 50 or
s best buyers.
'
more of the State

East City Limits — Nashville Hi-way 41A
Telephone 766
•

CLARKSVILLE AUCTION CO.
Clarksville, Tenn.

SKI SMARTY—Combining
warmth and beauty, Paris'
Molyneux comes forth with
an all-wool, all-waterproof
ski ensemble in beige and
yellow-and-beige plaid. The
sleekly-.fitted ski pants and
shirtwaist are topped with
a bright casual jacket and'

At44 11E4
rio.r

LPL ABNER

_

By Al Capp

Give 'Em the Acks11

peaked Cap.

Glasses Annoy Him
DECATUR. Ind. (UP)-When
police picked up a runaway 14year-old boy he gave them a new
reason forssleaving home. His .parents disappointed him when
bought him a pair of glasses he
didn't like, he said.

N'O' MIGHT
GIT ME —BUT,
NEVAH KETCH THOSE
BR I L L-YUNIT YOUNG
FELLAS,ON ACCOUNT
THEY GOT WAR
ASSETS .'?'

z,---

CAIM OF THANKS
,
We wish to thank Oak Grove
church, and each and every one
who gave to us an offering in tie
loss of our tobacco crop by fire on
November 4, 1948. We ariireciate
all who have expressed sympathy.'
May God's 'richest blessings rest
upon each and every onr-Mr. and
N16p
Mrs. Arlis R. Byars.
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Today In Science
ency
'New MO.sing link
That the conclusion of the deTi cd 0.:rwiiiian argument
over.:the-tnisSrug :link in-the ascent partment of biology of Brown Unaof-man seems le be resolving itself s- rsity at Providence. Rhode Island.
The Brown biologists reached
into the discovery that there were
conclusion after studying the eatmany simultaneous missing links.
And now many of them are be- ing habits of Butterball, a very fat
mouse, and her offspring. It seeming found.
" The latest was reported today- ed that all Butterball's babies were
a dwarf that lived in South Africa too fat, and it. was necessary to slim
about one million years ago. killed them, down by dieting.
The discovery of the hereditary
game with a club and made -fires.
Otherwise he resembled an ape tendency toward overeating was
made as a by-product of cancer remore than a man.
Bones “f the crv-ature were fo.Ind search
Sleeping Sickness
in a cave in the Transvaal by Dr
A Japanese scientist. Dr. MasanaRaymond Dart of the rnivernty of
Wit-wafers-rah nt ka Terada iMas. ah-nah' kah TerIV man rsrp.nd
in Johannesburg. Ile 1.as given it an' dub.. says he has isolated and
the name A ustralupithicu.s Prome- photographed the virus that cause,
theus , Aus'-tii.1-.,1,1-p.th'-ehku$ pro a sleepii.g sickness that killed man:,
It, ..ddita•ii to its Japanese last summer.
-mee*-ther-us.
Dr. Terada said he succeeded in
to make fire and
apparent
kill animals with clubs. Ue struct- photographing the virus by means !
ure of the head indicates the crea- of an electronic microscope that enture was capable of improving larged organic substances 30-thousbrain development from generation and times.
to generation.
Cald Research
One of the most intense research
experiments on the common cold is
going op at the Lorton. Virginia. reformatory where 400 inmates are
letting themselves be, inoculated
with cold virus for the sake of science.
The experiment is under control
of Dr Leon Atlas of the National
Institute of Health Dr. Atlas is a
cautious m: n He said he was optimistic about his experiments but
said it was not yet time to talk of
finding cures or preventives.
The celd virus was first planted
in fertile hen eggs ard transferred
from egç ti egg before being ir.oculated in the I.....rton prisoners. Dr.
be_able eventually.
.......,
Atias hopes t!,
to eliminate th: human guinea pigsl
and find ways of making the eggs
IT'S GOOD ILSINESS
catch cold from .the viruses. Then
TO EMPLOY
he will try t,, cure the eggs.
Hereditary Fatness
DISABLED VETERANS
People wh., get fat by eating too
it ILO&
011,6
much may hzive inherited the tend-

Iftke;p403„1,

• sibi
1.`4
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DOES YOUR HOME NEED

tL _1

*

hotow

a

New Carpets or Rugs

Uniti

RG
HTEheAA1
A

SEE OUR GORGEOUS NEW IMF" AY
Come Here For Your
‘.'154 our Carpet Section and you'll find Lees Carpots in all their lusc.ous beauty. Deep, all-wocl
pile, carved surface that plays up light and shadow
and laughs at foot-prints What a rich, glamorous
setting a Lees Carpet offers for your furnishings-

per. sq. yd.

NAVARRE

9.12 size

9 It. or 12 St Ftc.11.

per sq. yd.

VIRGINIAN

9.12 size

9 It or 12 It R:lls

per sq. yd.

SCULPTEX

9.12 size

9 ft. or 12 ft. Rol!.

G

CLEAR COLOR CARPET
modern or traditional! You can get your Lees in
rar,m-size rugs or order it in wall-to-wall measurements. You'll enjoy its long-wearing beauty every
day from year to year. Stop in today and take your
puck while our full selection lasts.
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TO MAKE YOUR HOME MORE CHARMING
If you want to give your home old fashioned charm in the modern manner, decide now on 18th Century. Start wisely with a smart new Bigelow "Tailor-Made" Rug. Choose from our complete selection with the
assurance that, whatever your taste and purse, there's a right-size Bigelow rug to suit your needs. Judge for yourself, tomorrow.
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MAKE YOUR HOME SAY "WELCOME"

of the p
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size fan
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.
;.frialt:ZO's*,"

Take ten years off your house with new Bigelow rugs. Quick as a wink
they bring color and bTauty to dull dreary rooms. A rainbow of fascinating colors in distinctive patterns and textures makes it easy to find
a Bigelow rug that's exactly r,ight f or you.
CLIFTON

par sq. yd.
9.12 six,

FERRAl:
azeasoe,
BEAUVAIS
ft. sie.11 Is. Ras

per sq. yd.
9112 size

per sq. yd.
9.12 size

per sq. yd.

SERENADE

5.95
69.50

9 It G. 12 It R:fts

7.95
98.50

9 h. of 12 fr Rolls

9.12 so:.

GLENTWIST

per

per sq. yd.

SOVEREIGN

10.95
135.00

sq. yd.
9.12 size

9.12 size

9 ft or 12 ft Rolls

i-lops.
ilk a

frr r ceni
is
F.y

15.50
189.50
11.95
147.50
11.95
147.50
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194$ "COLUMBUS" LANDS IN AMERICA-Frederic Mareh
recently arrived in New York from England where he played
the title role in the film -Christopher Columbus." Here, he
and his wife. Florence Eldridge (co-star of the film) admire
ship models of the "Santa Maria" and the "Normandie" The
former was made and presented to March by the crew who
worked on the picture with him. The latter provides contrast
Interest.

New qedieklb* Invite You In!
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Our Fall collection of Floral Needletuft Pugs is

if

You'll like the way they blend

i
j

with other accessories, give a warm, inviting oir

4

the loveliest ever.

to any room

These are the accent rugs you!ve
your favorite

seen featured in

now

magazines, and

they're ready for your selection at Rhodes-

701)14*Y.
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Grove
We've many Deep Tufted cottons
and wools, individually fashioned by
American craftsmen to fit every
Come see

decorating requirement.

them-discover the. exciting

AS sum IN
HOUSE EEAUTIFUl.
MAGAZ:NE

new

art of "Floor Decoration."
4,

IT'S SO EASY TO MAKE
ANY Fr0',4 LCOK NEW AGAIN WITli

"VIRGINIAN"

.
Nt..'iVziza

Arwaot Nes for 1..txuricers looks,
luri Dear!
-

fs:- youwzr;:1:

2 slors-inas patents (A) Sdf-e,:,r
Flms1 in bc,ge, blue, tcse,
or
green. (B) MulLi-ea!or Floral on
Lluc, rile, tan rr _gfcra
Fart dyes rt.."..efalag. Gla.-narr;

,le of cleiar, fresh color for the Traditional bed-

dt
i
4-1,
.
01,6eel
77
Th: agsrest foshicres in in '. -Fo-.1-.;irt-Tseist's dzst"., dow., re.rorti-7,..mb'e 7...st's porden goy •-alsts! So c,,ci wr,n1 c wtryt•
- ...sk glow fit-o w It, fortire
where the wiw:rtest horn! 0'37.2
, -:wd set Ir.,* t'ley can chcne
r.•,.
of ever/ sf,1•' SWe-T,...-ne
that drab awd ^,rd non. ,,a-'. 1,a-n

C.- ,'

r."or-t. Otarrryng oval rug with floral center, delic .;e border. Predominating colors: Rich Blue,
_
B243, Ro:e Dust, Warm Gray and Green.
"CAMBRAI"
For living rcom or bedroom. A new kind of Needletuft 'embroidery,... clo:aly

•necorotor Colors

crcwel-work.

•Color-Fast-Pre-Si:rank
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3.00 DOWN - 1.00 P.:TZ V/FF.!:
NO CARRY:I'M CHARC:E .41.1DED

•All-Woven Cotto.1 toucl2

ITS OFTEN SAID-"You get more for your furnituie

•Permanently Twisted
Loops

4.311ar than

He
well'

1., l_r

C Lovzlier with LeJrder:ri

D
REOR
S-BU
HODE
Satisfied Customers Built OatStore.sr

Size 22x36

MARINES VISIT ROMAN LANDMARK-Franciscan Fathet
ICrotain Cantlon of Jersey City, N. J., currently studying ir
Rome,takes U. S. Marines (from left) Pfc. John A. Ols, Knox
Ind ; Corp. Andy Basich, Aliquippa. Pa ; Pfc. Nick Mitalovich,
Madison, Ill, and Corp. Rudy Chief!, Irvington, N. J., on a
tour of the Colosseum. The famous corps is represented
throughout the world as it celebrates.1t4 173rd anniversary
on November 10.

S•se 24.48

$ 7.95--

Site 27,54

10.55

Site 36.50

14.95

S.se 441;2

23.74

5p"iol

'27c

.$i .I5. per
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